
 

Literacy – Linked to our Earth and Space Topic and our trip to Robinwood 

Recounts/ newspapers—recounting the moon landing. 

Story writing—writing our own sci-fi story. 

Performance poetry—Studying The Highwayman by  

Alfred Noyes and using it as a stimulus for our  

creative writing. 

Persuasive writing—Discursive text about the benefits of residentials (linked to 
Robin Wood). 

Biography—Tim Peake 

Science- Earth and Space 

Describe the movement of the Earth, and other planets, relative to the Sun. 

Describe the movement of the Moon relative to the Earth. 

Describe the Sun, Earth and Moon as approximately spherical bodies. 

Studying and analysing the planets of the solar system. 

Use the idea of the Earth’s rotation to explain day and night and the apparent movement 
of the sun across the sky. 

Maths 

Understanding fractions, decimals and percentage 

Converting mixed number fractions to improper fractions and improper to mixed number fractions 

To understand equivalent fractions 

To add and subtract fractions with different denominators 

To look at volume and capacity 

WEEKLY MATHLETICS TASKS SET TUESDAY TO BE COMPLETED FOR THE FOLLOWING MONDAY 

 

 

Important Dates 

Number Day— Friday 7th February 

Robinwood—Wednesday 15th—Friday 17th February  

Half term— Friday 14th February 

Parents evening – Wednesday 21st and Thursday 22nd February 

 

 

DT 

Design, make and evaluate an appealing product linked to our Earth and Space topic.  

Design and make our own clay aliens and to evaluate the process. 

 

 

Art               Peter Thorpe Space Art 

Use a choice of techniques to depict movement, perspective, shadows and reflection.  

Using oil pastels to create Space Art.  

 

 

Music 

Children learn viola taught by an outside agency. 

 

 

Year 5 Curriculum overview 

Spring 

MFL 

Food and drink. 

Days and numbers 

History—linked to our topic ‘Space’ 

Learning about the Planets in our Solar System 

Understanding that the Sun is a star 

Knowing all about the development of tele-
scopes 

Understanding the ‘space race’ 

Learning about astronauts 

           

 

 

Computing 

Research skills— using the internet to find statistics about our solar system.  

Data handling—using Microsoft Excel to enter and analyse data. 

 

Geography  

Map reading. 

Local geography in our area. 

Planets of the Solar System. 

Day and night. 

Timezones. 

Seasons and their impact on human behaviour.           

 

 

PSHE/Citizenship 

Keeping safe and managing risk. 

Mental health and emotional wellbeing: dealing with feelings 

 

RE—Christian Value– Perseverance 

Understanding the links between Juda-
ism and Christianity 

 

To understand how religion helps peo-
ple through the good and bad times. 
 

 

 

Physical Education 

Developing ball skills 

Developing key movement skills 
(agility, balance, co-ordination) 

Developing teamwork skills 

Dance  
 

 

Learning Log/Homework 

Space cadets—due in January 19th.  

Robinwood Resilience—to be handed out after half term. 

Extracurricular Activities: 

Tuesday—Sports club 3:30-4:30pm 

Wednesday— Choir 3:30—4:30pm 

Wednesday—Mathletics club 12:45—1:15pm 

Martial Arts 3:30-4:00pm 


